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F2017 Unveiling Ceremony
Thanks to our family and friends who came April 23rd! 
Special thanks to photographer Roger Cox! 

Some of Our Team at Sean’s Place





 We received a huge kick in the pants. Yet, it was 
definately not a waste of time. This was absolutely what 
our young team needed to experience. Disappointed but 
not discouraged, we have begun F2018 with more knowl-
edge and a higher level of diligence. 

 Change is brewing. The team majority feels it is 
time to say goodbye to the LTR 450, an engine we have 
been running for five or six years. 

 We have set a mountain to climb with planned 
changes along with an expectation of doing better than 
2017’s disappointments. We are up to the challenge con-
sidering we have a large crew putting time in during the 
summer.

 We had been dealing with engine issues the 
whole week prior to comp. Spending all our time fixing 
our engine tune, we left Monday with a car that did not 
run, with zero testing time. 

 After a non-stop two day journey, we arrived at 
the Michigan campsite and immediately continued to fix 
the car. 

 The next morning, we loaded the car back in the 
trailer and headed to the racetrack. At the paddock, we 
prepared the car to pass technical inspection. Two tries 
got us our general tech inspection sticker. 

 The next day, we got the engine to run poorly but 
with gear change issues. Two tries passed us through tilt 
before we headed to sound tech. Then the engine cata-
strophically failed. In an hour, we performed our fast-
est engine swap to get one more try to pass sound tech 
before closing. But we could not get the new engine to 
start in time. As a result we were unable to run any of the 
dynamic events.

 We were able to participate in all the static events: 
cost, business presentation, and design. The only im-
provement in static event points was the business presen-
tation. FSAE Michigan 2017 results have been posted at 
www.fsaeonline.com.

FSAE Michigan Recap

Conclusions



Competition Photos At least the competition weather was great! Check out 
our photos at the Michigan International Speedway!

Camp Mcgregor arrival, unload and continue to get car to run 
Portico by lake, work while staying warm

Aum and Luis Arrival at MIS, car at the paddock, still fixing issues

Kettering University in the paddock next to us The team waiting in line for technical inspection

Avalon and Zach with the car at the Cost event Waiting in line for Design Event



Check Out who Sponsored Us 
This Past Month!

Thank you Ramsey’s Performance for the very last 
minute help, free of charge.

Driver Egress - Mac about to explode out of the car under 5 seconds

Passing Tilt

The team on their way to Tilt

Valve welded to piston head and game over

Watching the top teams at the Endurance event The Team!



Andrew Nelson | USF Formula SAE® | usfracing.com
Public Relations Director 2015-17
Composites Design Lead 2016-17
For questions and concerns: 
cell 305.608.0737 | anelson13@mail.usf.edu

Pantone for beige colour is 726 & the 
maroon colour is 4985.

cb notes
Maroon:
print PMS 4985 / CMYK 0,59,48,48
web RGB 115, 62,54 / 733e36

Cream: CMYK 9,10,27,0 / RGB 
232,221,190 / e8ddbe

Dark accent maroon: CMYK 34,88,83,46 / 
RGB 108,37,32 / 6c2520

PMS PRINT WEB
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Special thanks to all our sponsors who 
helped get us there! 

We learned so much this year!


